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ABSTRACT

A new speech recognition model, DLSMM(Dynamically Localized Self-organizing Map Model) and its effective 
training algorithm are proposed in this paper. In DLSMM, temporal and spatial distortions of speech are efficiently 
normalized by dynamic programming technique and localized self-organizing maps, respectively. Experiments on 
Korean digits recognition have been carried out. DLSMM has smaller Experiments on Korean digits recognition 
have been carried out. DLSMM has smaller connections than predictive neural network models, but it has scored a 
little high recognition rate.

요 약

이 논문에서는 새로운 음성 인식 모델인 동적 국부 자기 조직 지도 모델과 그 학습 알고리즘을 제안한다. 동적 국부 자기 

조직 지도 모델은 음성의 시간적, 공간적 왜곡을 동적 프로그래밍 기법과 국부 자기 조직 지도로 각각 정규화 시킨다. 한국 

어 숫자음에 대한 실험 결과로 제안하는 모델이 예측 신경회로망 모델보다 적은 수의 연결을 갖고서도 약간 높은 인식률을 

보여 효과적임을 알 수 있었다.

I. Introduction

Speech recognition technique is essential to man
machine interface. A lot of studies on speech rec
ognition such as DTW( Dynamic Time Warping) 
[1], HMM (Hidden Markov Model) [2〕，and ANN 
(Artificial Neural Network) [3-끼 have been con
tinued. Especially in recent years, various ANN’S 
have proven successful in speech recognition tas
ks. TDNN(Time-Delay Neural Network) [3], SOFM 

(Self-organizing Feature Map) [4], and PNNM 
(Predictive Neural Network Model) [5-7] are re
presentative ANN models for speech recognition.

Among those ANN models, the PNNM is su
perior to other neural rivals in that 1) it can ef
ficiently normalize the time variability of speech, 
2) it is easily extended to continuous speech rec
ognition, and 3) it needs not to be entirely retra
ined in case new word classes are added. With 
those merits, PNNM also shows high recognition 
performance. Motivated by such successes of 
PNNM, we propose a new speech recognition mo
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del. DL始MM (Dynamically Localized S이f organizing 
Model) and its effective training algorithm.

DLSMM is b^r?ed on DP f Dvnamic Programming 
technique coupled with localized self-organizing 
maps. 1'emporal and spatial distortions of speech 
are efficiently normalized by dynamic program
ing technique and localized self-organizing maps, 
respectively. The structure and basic idea of the 
model are similar to those of PNNM. So, DLSMM 
also has all the above-mentioned merits that PN- 
NM has. But, the model uses and LSM(Localized 
Self-organizing Map) sequence as a separate tem
plate for each word class while PNNM uses and 
MLP(Muiti-layer Perceptron) sequence as a sep
arate nonlinear predictor for each word class. Ad 
ditionally, DLSMM has the advantage of having 
smaller connections than PNNM with a little hig
her recognition rate. Basic operations of the 
DLSMM are similar to those of conventional DTW- 
based speech recognizers. But the model is differ 
ent from those DTW-based speech recognizers in 
that 1) single reference template(DLSMM) is suf
ficient to realize speaker-independent speech re
cognizer, 2) relativ시y small computation is requ
ired in speaker-independent case and 3) additional 
procedure for obtaining reference templates is not 
required.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 
II, the dynamically localized self-organizing map 
model with its efficient training and recognition 
algorithm is described. Experimental results on 
the isolated Korean digits recognition are pres
ented in section III. Finally, conclusions are 
drawn in section IV.

D. Dynamically Localized S이f-organi기ng Wap 

Model

2.1 Mod이 Description

DLSMM can be regarded as an ordered se
quence of localized self-organizing maps. Fig. 1 

shows a graphical representation for DLSMM for 
a word w. Numbered circles represent corre 
spending LSMs, and .V«- is the total number of 
LSM. you feel, the whole structure looks like 
the conventional left-to-right HMM and PNNM. 
In pLSMM, however, transitions between LSM's 
are determined by DP technique associated with 
the outputs of each LSM.

Fig. 1. DLSMM for word w.

An LSM, a basic unit for DLSMM, is created 
by Kohonen's self-organizing map algorithm. The 
SOM(s이f-organizing map) has the special prop
erty of effectively creating spatially organized 
internal representations of various features of in
put signals. The locations of the cells tend to be 
ordered as if some meaningful physical coordinate 
system were created over the map. Fundamen 
tally, the SOM algorithm is based on competitive 
learning and lateral interactions among the cells 
in the on-center off-surround manner. First, the 
best-matching celKthe one whose weight vector 
most closely matchs the input vector) is selected 
as a winning cell. All cells in the neighborhood 
that receive positive feedback from the winning 
cell participate in the learning process. As learn
ing proceeds, 나忙 size of 나le neighborhood is 
diminished until it encompasses only a single cell.

Let mi be the weight vector of the z-th cell and 
x be the input vector. As with other competitive 
structures, a winning cell is determined for each 
input vector based on the similarity between the 
weight vectors and the input vector. The winning 
cell can be determined by

\\x~nk\\ = min {kr — m』}, (1) 
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!r：stead of updating the weight vector of the win 
ning cell only, aU ceils within the defined neigh
borhood iKirticipcite m the weigl;t update process. 
U c is the winning cc-H, and is the list oi cell in

shat make ii[j the neighborhood, the weight- 
u.f)daIf? e(]iiations are

； 映나 '} (x - m;(/)) if 沱 M 
ni：( / 4 D \■ m：( t ? oUicra isc.

(2)

The Ic^jrnnig fad or a(/) is written as a function 
of time to be rc.-duced as learn mg r^ragr esses.

LSM h必 t he. stune properly and training strat 
egy. Apparently, it has the same structure with 
Kohonen's self-organizing map. Strictly, however, 
the localized aclf-organizing map is different from 
Kohonen's original self-orgamzing phonetic map. 
Each localized self-organizing map is formed out 
of its corresponding local speech segments obta 
med by DP technique while Kohonen's original 
phonetic niap is formed out of its global speech 
data. Fig. 2 shows a typical LSM.

Fig. 2. Localized self organizing map,

2.2 Recognition Algorithm
Kohonen's o口융ina} map was used as a kind of ve

ctor quantizations. His phonetic map emitted an 
index of the best-matching cell. But each trained 
LSM emits the smallest distance among the dist 
ances between the cells in it and the input. After 
all input vectors are applied, a distortion matrix 
is achieved. Input speech is optimally divided in

to Nw local segments by DP technique over the di 
stortion matrix, and the n-th LSM emits the srnal 
lest distances for the w-th local segments. Fig. 3 ib 
lust rates a plane visualizing the DP computation. 
The horizontal and vertical axes represent the 
time variables for input vector st and the LSM 
sequence for word w, respectively.

The optimal segmentation of input vector se
quence is performed by minimizing the accumul
ated distortion

D(w) = rrnn £ min Us〜m扁.JI, (3)
«(/)囲 I

where ||-|| is an Euclidian norm of a vector, and 
邳宀 represents the Z-th weight vector among 
the weight vectors of the M-the LSM for word w. 
Which LSM is assigned to the input vector at 
frame t is determined by «(/). Actually, DP tech
nique is applied under the following constraints :

nil) = 1, (4)
n(T) =.VW, (5)
n(t) ~ n(t — 1) or —1) + 1, (1<6 M 7、). (6)

The sequence i w(l), n(T)( represents the op
timal trajectory on the DP plane. Let the local di
stance measure n) be min l|sz —Then i
나DP recursion formula is given by
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任」/. d,At. n) + nun；- 1, n!. g、U - 1, n - I)>'. 
i •“,

丿，心")=£”「/、，) is achieved at the end of re
cursive application of Eq.(7). The input speecbi 
segmentation is obtained by the backtracking for 
the optimal trajectory.

The accumulated distortion I) (w) can be con 
sidered as the global distance between the input 
vector sequence and DLSMM for word w. Conse
quently, DLSMM that scores the smallest accu 
mulated distortion should be chosen in recog
nition procedure.

2.3 Training Algorithm

An effective training aigori나for the proposed 
model is presented below. It is easily applicable 
to continuous speech recognition tasks. By com 
binmg dynamic programming technique and self
organizing map algorithm. DLSMM can be opt 
imaly trained. The algorithm is given as follows :

step 1. Initialize all the weights of each LSM.
step 2. Repeat the following steps for all training 

data until some conditions are satisfied.
step 3. Apply an input feature vetor sequence.
step 4. Create a distortion matrix by the outputs 

of each LSM.
step 5. Computer the accumulated distortion D(w) 

by DP technique, and find its optimal tra
jectory (/, n(t)) by the backtracking.

step 6. Update weights for each LSM by the fol- 
lowing formula along the optimal path (t,

彻爲」(4)+시q ) (x — )

阳九”(g+l)= 1 订 IeNc、⑻

化 otherwise.

The index q indicates a training time.
step 7. Reduce the size of the neighborhood if some 

conditions are satisfied and the size of the

neighFx)rhood is not zero.

:n U'i注 hprucedurc. t/iu oplHiuJ 
weights of each LSM are created without any tea 
ch mg signal, which is a mam difference between 
predictive neural network mod시s and the pro
posed niodei. Instead of the use of the nonlinear 
predictors, the localized self-organizing maps arc 
adopted in DLSMM. Each LSM can cluster cor
responding speech segments m self organizing 
manner.

川.Experiments

The isol걵ted Korean digits recognition experi
ments have been earned out in order to show the 
validity of the proposed recognition model. Speech 
data is uttered by seven male speakers, and each 
speaker uttered each digit word three times. The 
speech data was sampled at 10 kHz sampling 
rate, and analysed with 25.6 ms Hamming win
dow and preemphasis. Then. 16-order LPC analy
sis was performed, and 12 cepstral coefficients 
without the O-th order coefficient were derived 
and used as input feature vectors. The utterance 
data were divided into two sets. For training, 50 
data from the once utterances of 5 speakers were 
used, and the other data were used for recog
nition test.

DLSMM, composed of Xlv LSMs, was prepared 
for each digit word w. The total number of LSM, 

was determined as fifteen. Every LSM has 16 
cells. An initial a was 0.3, and was decreased line
arly. Among PNNM's, NPM(Neural Prediction 
Model) was adopted for comparison. An initial 
learning cotHKieiiL was 0.01, and the number of 
MLP predictor was the same with that of LSM. 
Total iteration was 500.

For the datat A) of the speaker who participated 
in training and those(B) of the speaker who did 
not participate in training, the recognition rates 
of PNNM have scored 97% and 88.3%, respect
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ively while those of DLSMM have scored 98% 
and 88.3%, respectively. So, DLSMM has scored 
a little high recognition rate with about 40% re
duced connections.

Table 1. Recognition results,
—Daui一一PNNM P——BlsMM

A ' 97 % : 98 %
..一一..  _______ ___t__ ___ ___ _

B 88.3 % I 88.3 %

IV. Con이usion

In this paper, we proposed a new speech recog 
nition model, DLSMM, and showed its effective
ness by experiments. The proposed model has the 
similar structure to PNNM, and also has the simi
lar property to DTW. As experimental results, 
DLSMM has scored a little high recognition rate 
than PNNM with approximately 40% reduced con
nections. Consequently, DLSMM is superior to 
PNNM in speech recognition.

DLSMM based on subword units like demi-syl- 
table, phoneme, or triphone will be studied in the 
future. DLSMM is easily applicable to the region 
of connected word and continuous word recog
nition.

Additionally, discriminative training algorithms 
will be developed. Nonuniform weighting function 
on DP plane can be considered. That function can 
be achieved by the GPD(Generalized Probabili
stic Descent) algorithm. Another approach is to 
derive new discriminative training formulas by 
the GPD algorithm coupled with MCEF(Mini- 
mum Classification Error Formulation). Such re
searches will be continued.
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